Men in the Hell and Men in The High Place.

2012/3/18,20,21.

People will not admit reality as for the extremely abnormal event even in directly facing
before their eyes.At the moment,fear rules them.However,once they would turn to have
common recognition on the emergency,they will make decisive decision to act.This
fact indicates us extremely important view for facing near future emergency. On the other
hand,in this now world,there is an absurdity that the very few people in high place has
been determining doomed mankind destiny.Then how to act the countermeasure ?!!.

[１]：The Testimonies at that place of Hell.
The extract on preliminary report on Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant Disruption.
by TEPCO the accident surveillance committee(2012/1/16,Japanese)
http://www.naiic.jp/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/ik02_chosahoukoku_fix_rev4-1.pdf
－P80/85,Voices from that place(extract)－
The testimonies from Hell of the disrupted NP by tsunami indicate us to see the essential
problem and the solution.This could be very pragmatical emergency manual by your own
analysis.Also all of us are to face extra ordinal climate disrupted world before long.
(1)Nothing reality even in directly facing too abnormality just before their eyes
＊I thought is it real what are happening just before my eye.
＊Having returned to center operation room(COR),where was entirely dark,but only
HPC,RCIC,and DC power supply lamps were lightening.Then I felt is it real wha is
happening.I could not get reality feeling..
＊From time of the tremor,by massive Adrenalin generation or by something else,
I felt less fear and curiously very cool.It is as if I were in a dream.This state had been kept
long at least till time when I evacuated to 2F.
(２)fear
＊ When we could do nothing action by hand and foot at all,I tried to scarcely make them
cool by ordering them to bring and take emergency food of hardtack and water.
＊Someone claimed that what could we do by keeping still.May be others had been thinking
so without words.Someone had become menthal down and lay.Now he can not come to
company still now(hearing at this time).
＊In COR,I ordered them to go the 2nd site side from the 1st one and squat in order to reduce
radiation damage during 11th night and dawn. I could notice feared eyes even person of
manager class.
＊After the explosion,3 or more member had become ill to down and could not stand up.

＊After the 1st site explosion,we reconstructed cables and the 3rd site once again
exploded.The member came running back to emergency room.They were in panic.
(３)Getting common recognition on the emergency and

making deadly decision to act in the extreme emergency state.
＊In the central operation room(COR),radiation meter were increasing 0.01mSV/3sec.
When I could not easily exit from COR,I felt this was the time to end.
＊At that time,the 3rd site was possible state to explode at anytime,then I had to go
there.Then I really recognized own death ,so phoned to may father in home land
“please take care my wife and daughter when something worst would have happened”.
＊【Voices in recovering operation(ventilation for contaminated NP)】
○I called for volunteers in vent operation.Some young men raised hand.It was tear dropping
feeling.I arranged them with each chief.I did not select young men because no information
on strong radiation intensity even by full guarding equipment
○I arranged 3 teams,because of returning possibility due to radiation intensity,body strength
and possible after tremor.I ordered that each team goes one by one.,but not by
together.Once in emergency,rescue team would be necessary.
○I myself as chief wanted to go and proposed,but my colleague advised me to be a
commander at last. Then I felt full apology and down my head without words.
○(POURING WATER TO NP)
Co-operative Co employees were ordered to evacuate by company president,but remained.
They told with tear dropping they could not evacuate ,because seeing such pause of
endeavoring to keep NP by full effort would not allow to do.They told president they will
return after a while.

[２]；Secret Meeting of Men in high place by globally shutdown
＝The Bilderberg Group＝NAZIS the General Head Quater.
Why established media has been ignoring The Bilderberg Group ?.
http://www.pakalertpress.com /2012/05/31/why-does-the-mainstream-media-ignore-the-bilderberg-group/

⑴Facts of The Bilderberg’s hidden Global ruling.
Prince Bernhart(Netherlands)connecting both with NAZIS and imperial UK proposed in
1956.Substantial main host is David Rockefeller(Imperial USA), imperial,ultra wealthy the
hereditary in EU and USA and with their top subordinates in each nation leaders(also
next candidates)(in society of politics,economy,..............).(Asia (also Japan)and Africa are
out of the group).Their meeting is secret one shutting out medias.They are the substantial

General Head Quater of hidden Global Policy Making.A typical example is told
establishing EU.Not only economics,also war and climate change are conspired.They have
an outrageous plan for final goal !!.
Before the war,Rockefeller with subordinate Bush were deeply connected with supporting
and establishing NAZIS regime,of which aim was full against Jew and their culture.
http://www.voltairenet.org/IMG/pdf/Sutton_Wall_Street_and_Hitler-5.pdf
The top secret of todays USA is that USA is NAZIS reincarnated nation,which would be
comprehensible to look at the super military and police state-nization in recent years.
By the operation paperclip secretly importing NAZIS person available,the military industry
complex with CIA was established as the other behind state after the war.
Eisenhower's Farewell Address to the Nation

January 17, 1961

http://mcadams.posc.mu.edu/ike.htm
It is told that Rockefeller’s private money is spending to CIA,which means CIA is private
troop for them.EU now has been ally with USA,which could be comprehensible when you
see their cooperation in the Middle East.After 2008 the global bankruptcy,what has been
going on in the world ?.Those are monotonous expanding of wealth gap between who have
and who have not.Global ignoring on climate change crisis has been entirely causing rise of
climate disruption as big droughts,big floods,big hurricane,increasing of risk in foods
production and social infrastructure disruption,that is livelihood environmental
destruction..Totally to tell,the world has been drastically shifting toward one where
livelihood has been entirely becoming difficult day by day. These are not an accident,but
Intentional by someone.This is a decisive recognition.They do not want world toward peace
,but the contrary<upside down world>.We must be awaken as for the fatal facts !!!.
⑵perpetual false flag wars to ward the end conspired by NAZIS USA

Operation ENDGAME.
http://www.endgamethemovie.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world's population, while enabling the "elites" to
live forever with the aid of advanced technology. For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity's extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

“Revolution is more terrible than defeating war”.
(Fumimaro Konoe,Japanese imperial family at that war time)

His Royal Virus:In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly
virus, in order to contribute something to solve overpopulation. ...
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
Rockefeller the US emperor has been throughly researching eugenics and method of
depopulation since before the war<note Auschwitz depopulation factory !!!>

The Ultimate War Crime: America’s “Global War on Terrorism”
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-ultimate-war-crime-americas-global-war-on-terrorism/5434478

⑶minor wicked spirit in high place and major innocent spirits in lower place.
The Bible,Ephesians6:12. http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
⒜in high place
They are nobility the hereditary in now world,who has been pursuing and conserving world
hegemony with long and large scale conspiracy aiming supreme conservatism for their
status.Simply to tell,there is nothing substantial their work,but except expelling possible
competitors against the champion.The decisive failure of democrat movement in now world
is lack of imagination for how much they has been endeavoring for conserving their highest
status(champion).After all,this extremely wicked spirit in high place might cause
disruptions of life in this planet(split in democracy movements with global climate crisis).
Their fundamental motive could be fully comprehensible by following hatred axioms of them.
Nation and people are those who should be exploited by eugenic nobility hereditary.
Perpetual war toward global hegemony by setting up enemy......Hoegel philosophy.
references:
HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM

THE CULT OF STATE POWER

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL
"In civilized nations, true bravery consists in the readiness to give oneself wholly to the service of
the State so that the individual counts but as one among many. Not personal valor alone is

significant; the important aspect lies in self-subordination to the universal cause."
"A single person, it hardly needs saying, is something subordinate, and as such he must dedicate
himself to the ethical whole [this whole being the Nation]."
THE GOOD OF WAR
"War has the deep meaning that by it the ethical health of nations is preserved and their finite
aims uprooted. And as the winds which sweep over the ocean prevent decay that would result
from its perpetual calm, so war protects the people from the corruption which an everlasting
peace would bring upon it.

History shows phases which illustrate how successful wars have

checked internal unrest and have strengthened the entire stability of the State.

Not only do

nations issue forth invigorated from their wars, but those nations torn by internal strife, win peace
at home as a result of war abroad."
1% rich monopolize 46% global wealth !!”.

＊http://www.legrandsoir.info/les-super-riches-de-1-a-0-7.html
＊http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/topnews/20131009.REU4085/1-de-la-population-detient-46-de-la-richesse-mondiale.html
U.S. STRATEGY PLAN CALLS FOR INSURING NO RIVALS DEVELOP March 8, 1992
http://www.nytimes.com/1992/03/08/world/us-strategy-plan-calls-for-insuring-no-rivals-develop.html

⒝in lower place.
Note also our decisive failure in our global democracy building is unique and only.That is,
splits or devidened our global solidarity making by unique and only fact -recognition.
http://www.777true.net/Overwhelming-Judgment-of-SCIENCE.pdf
http://www.777true.net/World-Wide-KO-Battle-Show-of-the-Supreme-HeavyClass-Championship-Decision.pdf

Above all,we are overwhelming major who can manage anything in the world by solidarity
There is nothing cause of our failure,but failure in making global solidarity.
Once we could have gotten it,our world would be changed in a week.
Now we must emergently be aware that how much we have been innocent and stupid at all.
Therefore our substantial and effective enemy is within ourselves own !!.
＊This serious important problem is to be discussed once again in the later.

http://www.777true.net/Nothing-Betrayals-could-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2O-mu2AhWQM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwUGSYDKUxU

⒞violence vs non-violence.
40 years ago,author joined Yokogawa-Hewlett Packard co as an engineer.The main
managing power was the latter.Then I happened to face trouble for communist doubt..Since
that time,he has been in lawless world of violence ruling.Note then taking arms is not
benefit for us,but benefit for them.They are member of military industry complex
peculiarly specialized in violence.

Now,they will not declare and correct own decisive

and fatal failure(climate collapse)toward hell.Thus author never be defeated still.

[３]:Now the world has been going toward unprecedented abnormal one,
then cooperative

recognition on the emergency is a decisive step toward salvation.

You never consider nothing relation between [１]&[２].The former is very reality of lower
people in hell,while the latter is reality of people in high place.The outrageous unhappiness
of the former was entirely due to the evil crime of wicked spirit in high place.It was
earth-quake weapon attacking in 3/11/2011 by USA(military industry complex the
NAZIS reincarnated) in Fukushima Japan. Obama never could do such insanity,but......

3/11 was Japan’s 9/11.its all documented folks
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/07/05/311-was-japans-911-its-all-documented-folks/

HAARP tectonic warfare and Fukushima nuclear power plant disaster
http://antimatrix.org/Convert/Books/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack.html

Final power backup system had been setted off by the government and TEPCO(2003).
なぜ？2003 年に原発の安全装置の先駆除が次々と決めたのか。安全 vs 自爆。
http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/kawachikakekomian/11513646.html
福島第１原発の命綱の冷却システム『蒸気凝縮系機能』は外されていた
http://geocities.yahoo.co.jp/gl/matiplanplan/view/20110609/1307583720

FUKUSHIMA 3/11 TRUTH
https://311truth.wordpress.Com/

Japan's 3/11/11 Mega 9.1 Earthquake: Another Illuminati Production?
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/japanquakemanufactured12mar11.shtml
Natural quakes tend to show a GRADUAL build up of slippage that works up to a maximum
displacement, while artificially created quakes typically shows a SUDDEN spike to
maximum or near maximum displacement.

More Evidence – Fukushima Earthquake and Tsunami Was Nuclear Terror
Attack Against Japan
http://beforeitsnews.com/japan-earthquake/2012/06/more-evidence-fukushima-earthq
uake-and-tsunami-was-nuclear-terror-attack-against-japan-2232035.html

Obama Implicated in Nuclear and Tsunami Terrorist Attack Againt Japan
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2013/03/25/obama-implicated-in-nuclear-and-tsunamiterrorist-attack-against-japan/

Archive for the '3/11 Fukushima HAARP And Nuclear Attack' Category
http://truth11.com/category/311-fukushima-haarp-and-nuclear-attack/

The 2011 Japan's Earthquake and Tsunami
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_japanearthquake.htm
＊the detailed report would be outrageous something just same as 9/11the own terror,....

Aim of this report is then how to do against the evils.To know enemy and ownself is way
for winning in hundred times battle<Sun Tzu>.The most validity to win is that if we could
accomplish overwhelming global solidarity making,we could change the world in a
week.then what is conditions to accomplish massive cooperative recognition ???!!!.
⑴One will not admit outrageous abnormality even directly facing just before their eyes.
As it is,so inconvenient theoretical prediction could be more incomprehensible !.
None can see future by their eyes,however none can denay necessity of prediction.
There is nothing,but two ways,theoretical prediction and prophecy by person
paranormal ability .Also the latter has scientifical validity.

Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion could die by 2043 if nothing is
done in time ... They are hiding this information from all the world's
population, says Jucelino Light
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
For example,almost people never know the Bilderberg<most commercial mass media has
been silent>.the being of problem[２],very minor,but noble abnormal them has been
determining mankind destiny secretly without consensus with us. This is fatal fact at
all and at that place of the meeting,awakened people are shouting loudly.
"Only the small secrets need to be protected. The largest are kept by public incredulity"
.... Marshall McLuhan,Canadian researcher and author (1911-1980)
http://www.syti.net/Topics2.html
In now world,the most secret in climate crisis＝catastrophe possibility by huge Arctic
Methane Eruption from reserver in sea flor by sea water temperature rise by ice loss.
Arctic ice surface has become worsen to vanish at now by so called positive feedback.
sea ice surface loss by solar heat input→more solar heat input→more ice surface loss→
The countermeasure is emergent and global in geo-engineering of Arctic Cooling.
http://www.ameg.me/
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
If saying that it would becomes supreme hell world of fireball earth,many might be
incredulity.However this is decisive and exact fact in scientists agreements.

http://www.realclimate.org/

Both Obama & Putin has no time to struggle in Ukraine,but must become
cooperative against Arctic Methane the most Emergeny in now world !!.

⑵in facing unprecedented difficulty,people wish to withdraw by egoism.
⒜At Fukushima,of course,fear was ruling and it is natural withdrawal became major opinion.
However what means the withdrawal ?,did President and managers imagine ?.Government
men rejected the offer,and it is also natural.Attacking hell would cause sacrifices,however
withdrawal is more than it.For long time view,it would become global scale of sacrifice.There
were many opinion against government judges from own benefit,however major opinion
agreed government judge.In own organization failure,people will seek weak someone as
scape goat within them.However we never miss the essential enemy in exterior.
⒝Decision on planet destiny was agreed by outrageous stupidity and egocentrism.
Policy makers in each nations would not look at the decisive and fatal reality of coming
hell of climate change,therefore they could not have reasonable ,but painful decision
making toward effective climate salvation.They consider ,at least for while, they never
encounter serious situation to take deadly responsibility for climate disruption.
＊IPCC’s summary report for policy maker is not easily comprehensible,rather confusional
for amateur policy makers. IPCC report has been not real warning for emergency.
On the contrary,mind of them were full concern on conserving own profit for the time being.
Look all around here and there,all of them are entirely same in thinking so.Not only me,but
also anybody are irresponsible at all. This is nothing,but deadly trap conspired as
psychological trick to avert their concern for the essential emergency to something not..
<<symptom of ensemble synchronized paralyzing>>

That is,less,or nothing substantial CO2 reduction agreement in COPs 20 years long
meeting. Very curiously,they never propose on essential theme of shifting to non-carbon
energy technology,but debates has been hatred CO2 reduction theme only.Not only
failure in co2 reduction,they never propose deadly problem of Arctic Methane Emergency.
After all,these results had made the big oil merchants pleased.
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
Note Exxon-Mobil is Rockefeller’s corporation.
http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the
-world-desperate.pdf
A peculiar feature of American(also European) is their smugness,or vanity,which may be
due to success of unprecedented prosperity of matter civilization with outstanding military
force after the war,therefore they could not admit and repent on their decisive failure of
climate extinction possibility.On the contrary,some ultra rightists in USA has been
accelerating the collapse.President Obama substantially has been on the way.
⑶Accomplishing cooperative common recognition on deadly reality could

make deadly decision to act.
⒜Once we could have gotten global solidarity making by cooperative recognizing on unique
reality in emergency ,our world would be changed in a week.

[１]⑴&⑵make us rather desperate,while deadly decision making to act in [１]⑶could
make us something delight.After all,the last imminent turning to decision in deep
desperate,but obliged situation could make man strong to fight against difficulty.
⒝People will become weak when they have fear on loosing something.
This may be a child who have not something.
People will become strong when they have felt nothing loosing<＝nothing fear>.
This may be an adult who might have completed something missionary.
Thus robber wealthy(USA)with huge fear may depend on violence by military operation.
Thus no wealthy(..)with less fear should depend on non-violence by mass disobedience.
＊decisive will to fight with premonition on final defeating.

This is told for Scandinavian(German)myth,also the Germania(historical document) by
Tacitus (Romanian)told atmosphere of an atheism in primitive German society.
＊never think of winning,but admit of defeat as same state before(Japanese song).

⒞The deadly realities in the emergency world.
At now(2015),certainly climate disasters have revealed its wildness and cruelty at here and
there, which could not be seen before,however still 90% people has been in safe by
somehow.Then especially note, if more or less 50%,it would have become not safe,
it is entirely too late to save !!!.AS WAS MENTIONED BEFORFE in [３]⑴,

Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion could die by 2043 ,if nothing is
done in time ...
Imagine possible process of

5 billion dying in in climate disruptions in coming 30 years !!!.
⒟A climate science validity in the current trend(if nothing is done in time ).
To tell very serious fact,professional climate scientists in general never confess on coming
climate hell,but few exceptional ones.Therefore,following reports are very rare.
This is describing reality of life in climate collapse world(Japanese edition).
http://www.777true.net/What-will-climate-change-do-to-our-planet.pdf
Global Extinction within One Human Life.
htp:/arcti-news.blogspot.jp/global-extinction-withn-one-human.html

See Appendix 3::More Details on P1 & P2.
http://www.777true.net/This-is-the-most-emergent-problem-of-to-live_or-not-to-live.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Please-confirm-the-fatal-facts-on-the-climate-and-make-plan-for-glo
bal-co-operation-to-act_letter2.pdf
＊＊Certainly for more than 90％ people,climate science is out of their reach,
however it is too ridicule that you can neglect due to that you can not understand !!!,
then you should find and consult with honest friends who can do physics,or climate science.
Young students are very all right.They are possible to understand the facts.
The comprehension would determine own future life !!!.

⒠possible critiques:
Ⅰ:Already it had become too late(ones who know climate science by some degree).
So long as preventing Arctic Methane Catastrophe,there would be no sudden irreversible
change.Thereby Arctic Cooling Geo-Engineering is the most emergent problem at now.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
Ⅱ:The 20 years long debates in COPs could not conclude effective countermeasure.
Certainly as it is.They failed the method by evil and strong interference by the merchants.
Kernel is not CO2 reduction,but exchanging to non-carbon energy technology.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
Ⅲ:Could global people agree and act ??!!.
Nothing agreement and action instantly means your extinction within few decades.
Ⅳ:How to change now state of business as usual to climate war time regime ?.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/E17_Synthesizing-Economics-toward-Global-Climate-War-Time.pdf
Certainly It is this problem causing your business life uneasy.
Note author could not get complete solutions,so this is also your emergent-task !!.
Simply to tell,all of you should be soldier by establishing emergent national semi war time
regime against climate collapse,,which could assure at least your life.
Certainly this would be the most outrageous difficult project in the mankind history.
However coming climate hell world toward mass extinction by nothing counter measure
would be more outrageous than anything else !!!.

Imagine this decisive fact !!!.

Once people could make global consensus, they could do best by extra-ordinal ability.
Trust and Bet “Miracle by ALL OF YOU” !!!

⑷The Causes and the Countermeasure<to Know Own-Self>.
⒜fatal ability defect of predictional imagination lacking.
Most of people today in long peaceful and prosperous era in advanced nations after the war
are likely to neglect or hatred against what are too inconvenient,or are too difficult.
They had been living in environment where they could be given anything they want by rather
rich home.It is told baby brought up by Dr Spock’s manual are likely to have something
fault.Visual cultures developed in after the war damages people’s imagination ability.
Old time or traditional habits had become sophisticated through long severe era.
⒝eternal non adult group in Hitler's marvelous Predictions
<Following is authors translation from Japanese>
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04
What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite
aristocracy would appear by survival struggles.Then also appear "eternal non adult
group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.
They are mankind who can not be adult till their death.Such event never happen in normal
severe society.Therefore there would be abnormal society who bring up child by easy ways.
And top on all of them,new Aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading
person would be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new regime would be established in inner
and outer side of nation.Also east region become giant experimental one,..........and then
new European social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .
⒞Secret Maxim of Jew Merchant.
http://www.aoiro-odawara.com/news-web/rensai/hiden.htm
Such power never be given to child who follows rail toward easy and stable future.
To accomplish great work can not be with ordinal efforts.Such powers comes only from
accumulated disciplines in resistance spirit and from strong will to rise since infant era.
⒟The Smug Generation: How parents who idolise their children create lazy,

incompetent adults

By BARRY WIGMORE FOR MAILONLINE UPDATED: 21:22 GMT, 19 November 2008

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1087457/The-Smug-Generation-How-parents-idolis
e-children-create-lazy-incompetent-adults.html

⒠How to awaken American ??!!.
Common sense in USA is not that in the world.American is so smug that they never hear
from who are looked down by them.The American Delusion due to the outrageous success
with hidden psycho engineering in the past is so strong that it is not easy to awake them.
In authors view,they has been brought up not to be awaken in order to conserve the
regime of USA(empire state of Rockefeller Dynasty with the military industry CIA
complex by violence ruling).Author strongly hope this would become wrong.
Their fundamental motive could be fully comprehensible by following hatred axioms of them.
Nation and people are those who should be exploited by eugenic nobility hereditary.

＊Nation people and genius must be tools for monarchy....................Hoegel philosophy
Perpetual war toward global hegemony by setting up enemy......Hoegel philosophy.

＊Ending the cold war caused perpetual false flag wars(terrors) in Middle East,Ukraine,
and here and there............................................................the realities of now world by USA

U.S. STRATEGY PLAN CALLS FOR INSURING NO RIVALS DEVELOP
By PATRICK E. TYLER,Published: March 8, 1992

http://www.nytimes.com/1992/03/08/world/us-strategy-plan-calls-for-insuring-no-rivals-develop.html

The Ultimate War Crime: America’s “Global War on Terrorism”
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-ultimate-war-crime-americas-global-war-on-terrorism/5434478

As is seen above,the American home now has been going way on insanity at all,
which is nothing,but outrageous troubles for the World Families.
If America would be as it is now,the world would not be saved.Then how to do ?????
No tax payment, or massive people asylum to the other nations are recommended.
Also President Obama should return to Kenya.

A key in innovation is abandoning......P.Drucker

⒡How to be awaken from easy?,but extremely illusional world !.
Just few years before(2008),the world had been enjoying unprecedented economic
prosperity.To tell from the beginning,global economic growth began about 1960.So people in
advanced nations had been enjoying by massive oil using for about 50 years long.
Therefore most of such people under 60s age are very singular one who do not know
severe era of war,or poor. Especially elites in such ages become troublesome,who were
brought up rather rich home possible to educate their child in college.I had once been told

that those graduated college must do what are not written in text books. However,in today,
they dont seems to do that,but do what are taught or ordered by authority(great father).
What really needs for todays world is ability creating something from the very origin.
＊The very origin in genuine science has been hiding,are not being taught to students.
http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf
Conclusionary to tell,they seem not able to manage genuine risk evading in
unprecedented era facing climate change with perpetual false flag war and terror conspired
by NAZIS USA with the ally. Now USA is the biggest father who has been ruling also EU,
East,Asia,a portion of Middle......It is that those who are ruled are child,but not adult who can
be independent.
An adult is defined as ability of independent surviving without father(established
authority),which means creation from(or revival to) the very origin by cooperative
works with multiplying colleague who has also same strong will of independency from
established authority(the illusional world).This is an answer to you at now by author.

⒢the Upside Down World !!!.
If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get it
to stand up straight ? " -Eduardo Galeanohttp://upsidedownworld.org/
Can you really recognize the world is upside down ??!!.
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf
The aim of Religion is to indicate way to establish ordered society to co-live,
while upside down atheism world at now has been going toward extinction.The decisive
failure is due to something causing disordered society to extinction.This is an evident
logic of upside down.Thus we must emergently repent(turn the wrong way to correct).
⒣Problem and Solution in Maxims.
Those who follow heavenly intension do politics righteous,
while who not follow do politics forcing.......<Modi ancient Chinese Philospher>.
The ultimate tragedy is not the oppression and cruelty by the bad people,
but the silence over that by the good people.
-Martin Luther King, Jr.-

It always seems impossible until it’s done.
-Nelson Mandela

-

Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present are certain to
miss the future.
-John F. KennedyEvery man must decide whether he will walk in the light of creative altruism or in the
darkness of destructive selfishness.
-Martin Luther King, Jr.-

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin !!.
.....W.Shakespeare
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/path/v04n06p176_one-touch-of-nature.htm

A key in innovation is abandoning !!.
.....P.Drucker
Not abandoning,but adhering has been causing this world toward hell<now world is ship sinking
slowly>.Then what to do for making one touch of nature ??.This is the fatal question to be or
not to be. Convert to small rescue boats from gorgeous Titanic now sinking

